
6 July 2016 

 

Submission to the Independent Hearings Panel 

Ref: letter dated 24 June 2016; Received letter 1st July 2016. 

Topic 9.4 - Significant Trees - our Tree Number T1123: 

Rhododendron - at 110 Sullivan Ave, Opawa, Christchurch 8023. 

 

Dear Sir/Madam 

We have had a significantly short time to prepare this submission and 

have asked for an extension of time which was denied.  

The letter said we had a CCC letter stating that our tree 'would no longer 

be in the Schedule of Significant Trees'. Due to 'a mediated agreement 

between the CCC, The Christchurch Civic Trust, and others dated 15 

December 2015, an additional 800 trees were added back to the 

scheduled list'. Our tree is now added back on to that schedule list. We 

are not aware of who the 'others' are that attended this mediated 

meeting. 

The letter also states that we may consider this process was potentially 

unfair to us. We, the owners of the property, agree with this assertion. 

We were not notified of the mediation process that was to take place, and 

therefore, we feel that our viewpoint has not been heard or taken into 

account. We have since 1st July 2016 been given one week ie till the 8th 

July 2016, 3pm to rectify this situation by making a submission. 

Our full names: Paul Gerard Stikkelman and Susan Maree 

Stikkelman 

address: 110 Sullivan Ave, Opawa, Christchurch 8023  

We do not wish to attend the Panel meeting as we feel our written 

concerns in this letter will explain our situation sufficiently. 

We are the owners of this property.  

Our concerns are as follows: 

1. The health of the Rhododendron tree is listed as 70 points on the 

arborist's report - (Treetech Specialist Treecare Ltd).  



We have noted that over the last 5.5 years since the earthquakes that the 

health of our tree is deteriorating. It no longer blooms as well as it did in 

previous years. There is dead leaves and branches on the tree. The 

rhododendron flowers when in bloom are not as bright as previous years. 

This would seem to us to be a sign of deterioration of the tree.  

2. The arborist's report states that our tree has a life expectancy of 30+ 

years. We feel that is inaccurate in these surroundings. The tree has 

suffered damage since the earthquakes. We have a slate cobbled path 

that goes over the tree's roots and we are using that path daily. That path 

has lifted and broken in several places and it is unsafe for people with 

physical disabilities to use that path. Sue's mother (81yrs old) uses a 

walker frame and it's very difficult to get her safely over this path which 

leads to our front porch and door. It becomes even more treacherous in 

adverse weather conditions ie storms, rain/hail/snow as the path is very 

slippery and with an uneven surface it becomes much worse for our 

visitors and ourselves. Our daughter, Caitlin, 23 yrs of age, has suffered 

seizures for many years and she is at risk on this path when she visits us, 

especially in adverse weather conditions. If she falls/trips/has a seizure 

while accessing our house then it would be a significant problem for her 

health wise. We cannot replace or realign the path to our front 

porch/doorway as the tree's roots are way too prominent for us to have a 

flat entrance way. This has created a safety issue for us and our visitors. 

Further to our safety concerns is that the tree drops their flowers and 

brown seed types on the tile path and front garden. These are small and 

very hazardous to walk on in any type of weather. The maintenance of 

sweeping the flowers and seed type off the garden and path is significant 

during the year. 

3. The arborist's report states that our rhododendron tree is fair in 

structure. This concerns us. We believe that the structure of the tree is 

unsafe for it to be listed as a protected tree on the Schedule of Significant 

Trees. If it is only in a fair state then what guarantee do we have for the 

safety of our house and the occupants if something happens to it in the 

future ie lightening strikes the tree, strong winds, or another earthquake 

activity event.  

4. The arborists report states that it is in the good range of suitability in 

the environment. We disagree with that assertion. Our property in the 

front of our house is very small in area where the tree is planted. It is 

very imposing in size and shape. Even if we prune it back about 10% this 

does not decrease the tree much in size or stature. 



The size of our front garden from our porch steps to the fence line is 

9metres. The canopy of the rhododendron tree is 11.5m. This shows that 

the tree has a significant bearing on our house and property. The tree is 

on the north side of our house. 

5. We do not have the finances to maintain this tree in its present state. 

We are on a low income and feel that we wouldn't be able to employ a 

professional arborist to prune our tree in a way that wouldn't further 

damage our tree. 

6. There is no cultural significance or historical significance to have this 

tree on our property on the protected tree list anymore. This 

rhododendron tree is not a native tree to New Zealand. We would be 

happy to plant other smaller specimen trees that are native to New 

Zealand in our garden.  

7. There is no flat seating area under the tree due to the roots of the tree 

destabilising the soil around it. So this tree does not allow us to sit under 

its shade and enjoy our front garden in any capacity.  

8. We are unable to grow any other plants under the canopy of the tree 

and we have taken our lawn out of the front garden as it became 

poisoned by the rhododendron tree.  

9. Although it is a rare specimen of a rhododendron, we don't see that 

this meets the criteria of being protected by the Christchurch City Council. 

It is most likely rare because no other property has a rhododendron of 

this size in its private garden. I think that if you look in the Botanical 

gardens around the country you would find similar size rhododendrons. 

This causes us to believe that this tree is unsuitable for private gardens, 

and more suited to large public parks and botanical gardens. We do have 

other rhododendron bushes on our property, so we do like the plant when 

it's in bush form not tree form on private property. 

10. The rhododendron causes the front of our house to be shaded early in 

the winter season afternoons. The tree is evergreen so it blocks the light 

with its extensive branches and leaves on the branches. Our upstairs 

rooms (x2 bedrooms) are cold and damp in the winter time especially. 

During the summer those rooms get some sun but again the shadiness of 

the tree hinders those rooms from being warm year round. 

11. This rhodendron tree has also caused damage to our house. The front 

steps to our porch area are significantly cracked due to the roots of the 

tree reaching the steps. The foundations of our house in the front are also 



suffering damage due to the tree roots going under the house.  The roots 

of the tree has also broken our volcanic rock front fence. Some parts of 

the fence are leaning towards the footpath.  This fence is quite ornate in 

design and we would not like to have to deconstruct it. We have to set 

about repairing the fence but the tree roots have to be dealt with first so 

as to make the public safer when walking past our house. 

12. Under Property Law Act 2007, Part 6, Subpart 4 Can order the 

trimming or removal of trees causing legal nuisances. We as property 

owners do not want to apply for the removal of our tree under this Act 

when we have had the opportunity to have our tree removed under the 

new City Plan for protected trees.  

13. Christchurch City Council Draft Tree Policy: This Policy is currently 

being developed and is a non statutory document that aims to help 

manage trees in relation to community and individual aspirations and 

service requests. This document will be used to gain city wide consistency 

and guide land owner decision making with requests to remove or heavily 

modify both significant and non significant trees in road corridors and 

urban parks District wide..... 

In response to 13 above: It is not in our property owner's best interests 

or the neighbourhood's best interests to keep our tree on the protected 

list of trees. It is not part of our community's aspirations that this 

particular tree be protected. The tree is not significant in our community 

area. We have parks in the area that this tree species would be more 

suited to. 

We hope that we can come to agreement that our tree needs to be 

removed from our property and we look forward to hearing a positive 

result as a matter of urgency upon the reading of this submission by the 

Independent Hearings Panel. 

We thank you for the opportunity to submit our opposition to the listing of 

our rhododendron tree on the protected trees list in Christchurch. 

 

Yours sincerely 

Susan and Paul Stikkelman: property owners: 110 Sullivan Ave.  


